PSD2

Will Strong Customer Authentication Mean You Lose Customers?
From September 2019, PSD2 means that banks will have to secure many more transactions using Strong Customer Authentication (SCA).

Less than half of consumers say
they have a good awareness of the
upcoming changes

Most people think there are
already enough or even too many
security checks

AND

Banks that implement SCA badly will lose customers to competitors that do it better

Three things banks get wrong when building their PSD2 SCA solutions
1. They dictate to customers how
they must authenticate

2. They don’t have a wide enough choice
of authentication methods

If told that their bank or card provider would no longer let
them make online payments unless they provided a mobile
phone number that could receive a passcode, half would
provide their number willingly, but the rest would:
Complain on social media e.g
Twitter or Facebook

There is no single solution that appeals to all.
For example, if asked to verify a payment using a
passcode people had a range of preferences.
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4%

Complain to a third-party
e.g a consumer association
or a newspaper

 Sent to my registered mobile phone

by text message (SMS)

 Call to my registered home landline

Make a complaint to the bank
or card provider

15%

Refuse to give mobile number
and wait to see what happens

3. They don’t sufficiently
account for factors
that could prevent
successful SCA

pin sentry devise
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Refuse to give mobile number
and look to alternative providers

 Create it with a gadget such as a
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where it is spoken to me
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 Call to my registered mobile phone

39%

number where it is spoken to me

 Sent into my secure mobile

banking application

 Sent to my e-mail

7%

 Don't know

It isn't a secure or intelligent method

15%

The passcode will be sent to me or my spouse or both

7%

My bank may not have up to date mobile phone number
I don't have a mobile phone

10%
4%

Making a payment would be too complicated for me

5%

Other people could access my mobile phone
Disability means I can't use a mobile phone in this way

18%
3%

I run out of battery all the time

10%

Not having my mobile phone with me

15%

I wouldn't trust a passcode sent to me in this way

11%

Poor mobile signal coverage where I live or work

18%

Implementing SCA badly is a risk - but we can help you turn it into a competitive advantage:

Compliance with
PSD2 regulation

Better Customer
Experience

Cost Effective
Management

With our expert advisors and a
comprehensive solution proven
to work reliably at high volumes

Integrate and orchestrate
authentication from all providers
to offer customer-centric options
for every transaction

Advanced analytics and machine
learning that produces fewer false
positives. Automation that leads to more
successful case resolution at lower cost

For more information and to speak to one of our advisors click here
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